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NEGATIVE SPACES, NEGATIVE CAPABILITIES: 
The Use of the Negative in the Therapeutic Process

Registration Deadline: Friday, August 24, 2018
Tuition: $1,900 General Public

$1,700 NCSPP Member Discount
$1,350 NCSPP CMH Member Discount

ISG participants are eligible for 12 sessions of consultation with a PINC analyst at $60 per session
to help with the intergration of the material into clinical practice.
Scholarship: one scholarship in each location may be granted based on space available. 
Scholarship applications must be received by Friday, August 24, 2018. For more information 
and to request a scholarship application please contact Michele McGuinness.
For General Public: $500 deposit with registration; 

$1,400 remainder due by Friday, August 24, 2018.
For NCSPP Members: $300 deposit with registration;

$1,400 remainder due by Friday, August 24, 2018.
For NCSPP CMH Members: $300 deposit with registration; 

$1,050 remainder due by Friday, August 24, 2018. 
NOTE: Tuition does not include the cost of reading material. 
CE Credit: 16 CE credits earned for each eight-week section.
Participants must attend 80% of any given segment. upon completion of a conference evaluation
form, a CE certificate will be issued. This serves as documentation of attendance for all participants.
lCSWs/lPCCs/lEPs/MFTs — These courses meet the qualifications for CE credit as required by
the California Board of Behavioral Sciences. CAMFT Provider #57020.
Psychologists — Psychologists receive credit through Division 39 upon completion of this course.
Division 39 is approved by the American Psychological Association to sponsor continuing 
education for psychologists. Division 39 maintains responsibility for this program and its content. 
Refunds: Students not admitted due to space limitation will receive a full refund of their 
deposit. Cancellations prior to Friday, August 17, 2018: Full refund of deposit minus $100 
administration charge. Cancellations after Friday, August 17, 2018: No refund provided.
Administration | Registration questions: 
Michele McGuinness: info@ncspp.org or (415) 496-9949.
ISG Program questions:
Brenda Bloomfield, lCSW, brendabloomfieldlcsw@gmail.com or (510) 316-5312.

   Membership:
To join NCSPP, please use the attached registration card or visit the NCSPP website:
www.ncspp.org.
Disabilities:
NCSPP, CAMFT, and Division 39 are committed to accessibility and non-discrimination 
in its continuing education activities. If participants have special needs, we will attempt
to accommodate them. If you have concerns about handicapped accessibility, please 
contact Michele McGuinness.
Privacy and Confidentiality:
All participants are asked to be aware of the need for privacy and confidentiality throughout
all programs.
NCSPP, CAMFT and Division 39 are committed to conducting all activities in conformity with
the American Psychological Association’s Ethical Principles for Psychologists. Participants
are asked to be aware of the need for privacy and confidentiality throughout the program.
If program content becomes stressful, participants are encouraged to process these feelings
during discussion periods. Please address questions, concerns and any complaints to
Michele McGuinness or phone 415-496-9949. 
Participants will be informed of the utility/validity of the content/approach discussed (in-
cluding the basis for the statements about validity/utility), as well as the limitations of the
approach and most common (and severe) risks, if any, associated with the program’s content.
Enrollment:
The Intensive Study Groups are designed for mid- to advanced-level clinicians. If you
have questions regarding the appropriateness of the study group for you, please call 
Brenda Bloomfield for further information. Class size in each study group is limited to
the first 15 students. 
Commercial Support:
There is no commercial support for NCSPP programs nor are there any relationships be-
tween the CE Sponsor, presenting organization, presenter, program content, research,
grants, or other funding that could reasonably be construed as conflicts of interest.
A $25 bank charge plus $15 administrative charge will be issued on all returned checks.
The Northern California Society for Psychoanalytic Psychology (NCSPP) is the local 
chapter of Division 39, American Psychological Association. NCSPP is committed to the
study of psychoanalytic psychology and the encouragement of its interests in the 
professional and general communities. It is a multidisciplinary, nonprofit educational
membership organization open to all mental health professionals. For information visit
our website at www.ncspp.org.
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REGISTRATION CARD

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
NAME                                                                                                                             DEGREE

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
CITy

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
STATE + zIP

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
PHoNE

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
EMAIl

I WOULD LIkE TO JOIN NCSPP AND REGISTER 
AT THE DISCOUNTED NCSPP MEMBER RATE:
® $120 FULL MEMBER $__________

(All licensed mental health professionals)

® $90 COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH MEMBER $__________
(Mental health workers who conduct at least 
50% of their professional duties at a CMH agency)

® $60 ASSOCIATE MEMBER $__________
(Pre-licensed mental health professionals)

® $30 STUDENT MEMBER $__________
(Student, non-licensed professionals, must include copy of current student ID)

I WOULD LIkE TO REGISTER FOR THE ISG:
® $500 Deposit - General Public $__________

® $300 Deposit - NCSPP Member $__________

TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED: $__________

PAYMENT METHOD:
® CHECK payable to NCSPP ® VISA ® MASTERCARD ® AMEX 

__________________________ - __________________________ - __________________________ - ____________________________
CREDIT CARD #

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
EXPIRATIoN DATE CARD SECuRITy CoDE

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
NAME AS IT APPEARS oN CREDIT CARD

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
SIGNATuRE

INTENSIVE STUDY GROUP 

 

TWO WAYS TO REGISTER:  
ONLINE: www.ncspp.org 
MAIL: NCSPP, 12 Hampton Avenue, San Anselmo, CA 94960

CHOOSE ONE:  
® EAST BAY ® SAN FRANCISCO

NEGATIVE SPACES, NEGATIVE CAPABILITIES: 
The Use of the Negative in the Therapeutic Process
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CLASS SCHEDULE
EAST BAY

32 Weeks | September 6, 2018 — May 9, 2019
Thursdays | 10:00 am – 12:00 pm
Location: St. Clement’s Episcopal Church
2837 Claremont Boulevard, Berkeley, CA 94705
Deadliness and Enlivenment
Sam Gerson, Ph.D.
September 6, 13, 20, 27; october 4, 11, 18, 25
In this seminar, we will enter the domain of the “negative” through in-depth
discussions of the struggle between deadliness and enlivenment as represented in
both clinical practice and in contemporary drama. We will engage psychoanalytic
theories of trauma, perversion, and narcissism through close readings of four plays:
Long Day’s Journey into Night, by Eugene o’Neill; Who’s Afraid of  Virginia Woolf,
by Edward Albee; Buried Child, by Sam Shepard; and The Pillowman, by Martin
McDonagh. These authors will provide a sociological as well as literary frame for
discussion of therapeutic challenges and potential that we confront in our work.
These articles will be augmented with an unpublished paper of my own, “The
Enlivening Transference,” an article on perversion by Ruth Stein, and some readings
about “ghosts” taken from two of Adrienne Harris’ edited books: Ghosts in the
Consulting Room and Demons in the Consulting Room. 

Eros and Thanatos: The Erotics of the Death Drive
Megan Rundel, Ph.D.
November 1, 8, 15, 29; December 6, 13; January 3, 10
In this section, we will explore ways that elements traditionally associated with the
death drive live in erotic subjectivity. We will consider sadomasochistic relationships,
“perversions,” and wishes for fusional states in a non-pathologizing, curious way that
opens up new areas of thinking. We will consider how current understandings of
gender and sexual fluidity, engagement in erotic technoculture, and nontraditional
relationships challenge our traditional views of the negative. Readings by Freud,
Bataille, Ghent, laplanche, Stein, Dimen, and Saketopoulou will be included. 

On the Border
Alexander zinchenko, Ph.D.
January 17, 24, 31; February 7, 14, 21, 28; March 7
In this seminar, we will discuss intra-subjective, often unsymbolized and undiffer -
entiated states of mind within a cultural context. Through discussion of clinical material
and film (Kurosawa’s Rhapsody in August and Makavejev’s Hole in the Soul), we will
grapple with the tension between experience and its representation; the symbol and
that which is symbolized; mourning and monument; society and “the primitive.” We
will think about a psychotic patient’s experience and how it lands in both the
therapist’s mind and institutions’ treatment modalities. I will situate this discussion
on the borders of psychoanalysis (Matte-Blanco, Resnik), sociology (Goffman),
anthropology (Turner), philosophy (Merleau-Ponty), and literature (Nabokov). 

From Negative Therapeutic Reaction to Negative Capability
Andrea Walt, Ph.D.
March 14, 21, 28; April 4, 11, 18; May 2, 9
“Of all the hateful possibilities, growth and maturation are feared and detested most
frequently.” 

—W.R. Bion, Attention and Interpretation (1970)
As clinicians, we are invariably drawn into a drama of opposing forces as we encounter
the tension between the forward reach for change and the regressive pull toward
stasis. The repetitive tropes of transference and the rhythmic patterns of narration
and action swaddle the therapeutic process in a cloak of familiarity, protecting against
the dread and shock of the unknown. The focus of this section is a re-interpretation
of the so-called negative therapeutic reaction, as the therapist observes the tenacious
grip of the known while nurturing the innate yearning for the unknown. ultimately,
we are striving in psychoanalysis to increase our capacity to tolerate the unknown,
referred to by Bion as negative capability.

CLASS SCHEDULE
SAN FRANCISCO

32 Weeks | September 7, 2018 — May 10, 2019
Fridays | 10:00 am – 12:00 pm
Location: Psychoanalytic Institute of Northern California (PINC)
530 Bush Street, 7th Floor, San Francisco, CA 94108
Negative Objects in the Therapeutic Relationship: From Fairbairn to Bromberg
Betsy Kassoff, Ph.D.
September 7, 14, 21, 28; october 5, 12, 19, 26
In traumatic relationship, the abusive caretaker is internalized in different attachment
configurations, all of which come to be known in the therapy relationship through
mutual projections, enactments, impasses, and power struggles. In this section, we
will review relational psychoanalytic literature on the dynamics of “bad” objects in
both the therapist and the patient and how to bring them into consciousness and
dialogue. Some of the authors we will read may include Benjamin, Bromberg, Davies,
Fairbairn, Goldner, Hoffman, Mitchell, Shaw, and Suchet. We will also apply some of
these ideas to the phenomenon of splitting good and bad in race, gender, and culture. 

Effects of and on the Negative
Israel Katz, M.D.
November 2, 9, 16, 30; December 7, 14; January  4, 11
The negative can lead to desire and elaboration, as well as a deadly quest for non-
existence and destruction, which challenges us to the limit. We will grapple with
different vertices of the negative and examine its manifestations in clinical practice
through reading and discussing negation, disavowal, foreclosure, negative therapeutic
reaction, the death drive, negative narcissism, and the work of the negative in Freud,
lacan, Green, and Winnicott. We will also discuss the potential therapeutic effects on
the negative through the work of the therapist’s mind, along with her/his availability,
hospitality, presence and absence, and interventions within the clinical setting.

Perverse States of Mind
Era loewenstein, Ph.D., and Diane Borden, Ph.D.
January 18, 25; February 1, 8, 15, 22; March 1, 8
In this segment, we will explore contemporary psychoanalytic views of perverse states
of mind. Perverse states and relationships are often saturated with invasive verbal and
non-verbal communication, innuendoes, secrets, and visual provocation. The medium
of film captures this perverse signature well. In each meeting we will discuss a film
and an article demonstrating some of the following topics: perversion and destructive
narcissism, trauma, sadomasochism, and the deformation of the oedipal constellation.
Among the authors that we will read are Janine Chasseguet-Smirgel, Franco De Masi,
Marvin Glaser, and Herbert Rosenfeld. Among the films we will discuss are The Piano
Teacher, Damage, Exotica, and Gods and Monsters.

“I (Not-I)” versus “We:” 
Negation of Analytic Space by Characterological or Perverse Barriers to
Relatedness
Drew Tillotson, Psy.D.
March 15, 22, 29; April 5, 12, 19; May 3, 10
This course examines the impact of characterological and perverse mental structures
on analytic space. Collapses, ruptures, emptiness, retreats that impede analytic
collaboration and that strain the analytic relationship are among the most difficult
experiences we face. Traumatic histories present labyrinthine terrain, asking much of
patients and clinicians to heal the un-healable. We will explore bearing the
unknowable, the unbearable, while holding analytic space in the presence of
narcissistic, obsessional, hysterical, perverse attempts to hold the treatment hostage
by preventing intimate contact. Readings will integrate evolving British object
Relations and American Relational ideas, including, among others, Benjamin,
Bromberg, Bollas, Gerson, Mitchell, ogden, Stein, Steiner, and Winnicott.

FACULTY

 

NEGATIVE SPACES, NEGATIVE CAPABILITIES: 
The Use of the Negative in the Therapeutic Process

A man that is born falls into a dream like a man who falls into the sea. If he tries to climb
out into the air as inexperienced people endeavor to do, he drowns – nicht wahr?... 
No! I tell you! The way is to the destructive element submit yourself, and with the exertions
of your hands and feet in the water make the deep, deep sea keep you up.

– Joseph Conrad, Lord Jim (1900)
How we understand and engage with the negative may determine whether it sabotages
the process of psychoanalytic psychotherapy or serves as an engine of therapeutic
action. Transference, for example, which Freud initially regarded as a powerfully
disruptive mode of resistance (like yelling fire in a crowded theater), later became for
him both a potentially motivating factor for the analysis to continue and a window into
the dynamic determinants of the patient’s history. Countertransference reactions, first
dismissed as distortions on the part of the analyst, were later theorized as providing
insights into the patient’s unconscious life and character structure. Projective
identification – defined by Klein as the patient’s evacuative phantasy and clinically
experienced as an attack on the therapist or therapy itself – has been reconceived as
an infantile form of communication, soliciting the therapist’s receptivity and capacity
for containment.
Immersion in the negative expands the therapist’s awareness of the patient’s internal
world. Negotiating obscurities supports her complex role as an observer-participant,
strengthening her capacity to hold the frame in the context of transference and helping
her to determine the appropriate scope, timing, and tone of interventions. Just as
negative space in a painting actively defines boundaries and guides the movement of
a successful composition, so tolerance of uncertainty, Bion’s “negative capability,”
affords the therapist internal space to deliberate alternative perspectives in the
complex field of here-and-now work with patients. Even sessions dominated by
repeated unreflective exchanges may ultimately be therapeutically beneficial, as
surrender to the sleep of enactments precedes the awakening of understanding.
under the guidance of insightful, experienced instructors, this year’s intensive study
groups will investigate theoretical approaches to the negative and practical
engagements with it in the clinical setting, considering such topics as trauma, the fusion
of Eros and the death drive, negative therapeutic reaction, psychic retreats, perverse
modes of relating, destructive narcissism, and excessive splitting. In some sections,
reading assignments will be supplemented by films or include plays that vividly
illustrate course themes. We invite you to explore with us how apparent challenges to
psychotherapy may vitally contribute to the process of human transformation.
For full course information and course objectives visit our website: www.ncspp.org

EAST BAY
Sam Gerson, Ph.D., is a founder and past president of NCSPP and PINC, where he is
faculty and a personal and supervising analyst. Dr. Gerson is an associate editor of
Psychoanalytic Dialogues and an editor for Studies in Gender and Sexuality and
Psychoanalytic Quarterly.

Megan Rundel, Ph.D., is a graduate of PINC who has taught widely in the Bay Area
psychoanalytic community. She is also a zen teacher at the Crimson Gate Meditation
Community. Dr. Rundel has special interests in sexuality, spirituality, and the body in
psychoanalysis. She has a private practice in oakland.

Andrea Walt, Ph.D., is a faculty member and personal and supervisory analyst at PINC.
She teaches theory and clinical practice in a variety of training settings. Dr. Walt has a
private practice in oakland, California, offering psychoanalysis and psychotherapy for
adults, adolescents, and couples.

Alexander Zinchenko, Ph.D., has over 30 years’ experience  treating  severely disturbed,
fragile, and traumatized patients in various settings,  including  community mental
health, state hospitals, and his private practice in San Francisco. He is also extensively
involved in teaching and clinical training  as  both  a supervising psychologist at the
National Asian American Psychology Training Center of RAMS, Inc., and as a supervisor
of doctoral psychology interns at Napa State Hospital and CPMC.

SAN FRANCISCO
Diane Borden, Ph.D., is Professor Emeritus of Film and literature, former Director of
Film Studies, and former Chair of English at the university of the Pacific. She has
published books, chapters, and journal articles on cinema and psychoanalysis and given
papers and workshops at professional conferences in the u.S., Europe, and Asia. Dr.
Borden conducts study groups on film and psychoanalysis in San Francisco and the
South Bay and has been a guest faculty at SFCP.

Betsy kassoff, Ph.D., is a licensed clinical psychologist in San Francisco. She was the
Clinical Director of operation Concern, a GlBT outpatient counseling clinic, and the
Department Chair of the Feminist Psychology MA program at New College of California.
Dr. Kassoff sees individuals and couples from diverse backgrounds in her private
practice, provides consultation, supervises, teaches, and writes on the intersection of
relational psychoanalysis and gender. She is an advanced candidate at PINC.

Israel katz, M.D., is a member and faculty at SFCP. He is an Editorial Associate for JAPA
and has taught at SFCP, NCSPP, and Access Institute on Freud and psychoanalysis in
France, Spain, and latin America. He was Editor-in-Chief of IPSo, the IPA organization
for psychoanalysts-in-formation. Dr. Katz has a private practice in psychoanalysis,
psychotherapy, and psychiatry in San Francisco.

Era A. Loewenstein, Ph.D., is an adult, adolescent, and child psychoanalyst and a
training and supervising analyst at SFCP. Dr. loewenstein teaches at SFCP, NCSPP, and
Access Institute and is in private practice in San Francisco. She presents locally and
nationally on a variety of topics, including perversion and trauma. Her most recent
paper, “Dystopian Narratives: Encounters with the Perverse Sadomasochistic universe,”
is currently in press.

Drew Tillotson, Psy.D., is past-president of PINC and NCSPP, co-chair of the North
American Psychoanalytic Confederation (NAPsaC), and sits on the IPA’s Committee on
Education and oversight. He has published on masculinity, aging, and intercultural
phenomena; teaches widely in the Bay Area; and is in private practice in San Francisco.

 

INTRODUCTORY EVENT  –
SAVE THE DATE!
NEGATIVE SPACES, NEGATIVE CAPABILITIES:
The Use of the Negative in the Therapeutic Process
Saturday, July 14, 2018 | 2:00 – 4:00 pm
Location: St. John’s Presbyterian Church
2727 College Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94705
We will have an informal, dynamic conversation with instructors from the East
Bay and San Francisco year-long courses on the use of the negative in the 
therapeutic process. Discussion will be encouraged so that we may expand our
understanding of this lively topic together.
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